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wife falls under his spell and is also condemned - but in the final act, both are
resurrected by the redeeming power of love everlasting. 

It was a perfect vehicle for Korngold’s extravagant musical gifts. The
Zwischenspiel to Act 3 was actually composed after the opera was completed
and resembles a massive funeral march. The elegiac central section is drawn
from the Act 1 love music and from Heliane’s rapturous aria Ich ging zu Ihm (I
Went to Him) in Act 2. 
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Erich Wolfgang Korngold (1897-1957)
DISC ONE

Sonata no.1 in D minor (1908/9) 18.37
I   Allegro non troppo, ma con passione 7.47
II  Scherzo: Schnell – Trio: Ruhig 4.16
III Finale: Moderato 6.34

Don Quixote - six character pieces after Cervantes (1909) 13.49
I    Don Quixote und seine Sehnsucht nach Waffentaten 4.04

Don Quixote’s dreams of heroic deeds
II   Sancho Panza auf seinem „Grauen” 1.40

Sancho Panza on his grey donkey 
III  Don Quixotes Auszug  Don Quixote goes forth  1.07
IV Dulcinea von Toboso  Dulcinea of Toboso  1.20
V   Abenteuer  Adventure 2.55
VI Don Quixotes Bekehrung und Tod 2.43

Don Quixote’s conversion and death

Der Schneemann  42.31
The Snowman - Pantomime in two scenes (1909)
I   Introduction 4.33
II  First Scene 17.14
III Entr’acte 2.23
IV Second Scene 18.21

Total Playing Time 74.58

Recorded at Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, UK. 
Tracks 1-9 on 28th & 29th November 2000.  Tracks 10-13 on 26th May 2001.
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Operatic Paraphrases

In the 1920s, every middle-class home owned an upright piano. Thus, the
operatic pot-pourri for piano became essential for promoting new works.
Korngold’s first opera – Der Ring des Polykrates was composed at age 16. In
many ways, the transcription (by a Mr L. Ruffin) is not wholly successful.
Korngold’s multi-layered scoring is rendered somewhat thin, but the delightful
melodies remain. An 18th century comedy of misunderstanding, Polykrates has
a typically convoluted plot featuring two couples. 

The opera Die tote Stadt was composed between 1916-1920 and was Korngold’s
greatest international success. A strange tale of a man (Paul) who is obsessed
with the memory of his dead wife (Marie) until he meets her doppelgänger
(Marietta, a dancer) and then strangles her with a braid of his dead wife’s hair,
inspired Korngold to write intensely passionate music. The famous
Mariettaslied and Pierrots Tanzlied are highlights.

The Grosse Fantasie features all the principal themes and Rebay effectively
reduces the huge orchestration (which numbers some 40 staves) while retaining
the essentials of Korngold’s extravagant polychromatic harmony. The choral
exclamation Schach Brugge! comes from Act 2 during the harlequinade
performed by Marietta’s friends. 

Das Wunder der Heliane - arguably Korngold’s most ambitious operatic work,
received its premiere in Hamburg (Oct 7 1927).  A mystery play by Hans
Kaltneker provided the source. It concerns a mythical kingdom ruled by a
dictator who has banned love - until a handsome young stranger arrives and is
sentenced to death for preaching the joy of love to the people. The dictator’s
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Vier kleine Karikaturen für Kinder Op 19 are rarely performed miniatures
composed in 1926 - satirical caricatures in the style of four famous modern
composers. The first - ‘Cuckoo’ - is meant to be Schoenberg (being similar to his
early piano pieces), the second ‘Going to sleep’ is Stravinsky (with a backward
glance to the Rite of Spring); the third ‘Nothing Ventured - Nothing Gained’
portrays Bela Bartok (in canonic form, it recalls his Mikroskosmos) and finally,
‘Serious Times’ which is Hindemith, with its convoluted, diffuse harmonies.
The titles - and the note  ‘for children’ - indicate Korngold’s humorous view of
his contemporaries. Schott declined to publish for fear of causing offence and
they did not appear until 1995.

Geschichten von Strauss Opus 21 is a piano fantasy completed 1927, using well
known themes from works by various members of the Strauss family, linked by
a motto - an emphatic motif which opens the work. The final combination of
this motto with The Blue Danube is ingenious.

The Piano Sonata No 3 in C major Opus 25 was begun in 1929. Its delightful
third movement, a charming Intermezzo, had been originally composed as a first
birthday gift for his baby son Georg and may even have had lyrics. The Trio
section uses a phrase from the A major String Quartet (Opus 16 -1922). 

To it, Korngold added an impressive opening Allegro - its virile main theme
resembling a triumphant fanfare; a mysterious Andante Religioso and a final
Rondo, bustling with good humour.  Korngold completed the Sonata, in the
summer of 1931 and it received its first performance in Vienna on March 3rd
1932, by Paul Weingarten.
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DISC TWO

Sonata no.2 Op.2 (1910) 30.07
I   Moderato 9.14
II  Scherzo: Allegro impetuoso 7.46
III Largo. Con dolore 7.13
IV Finale: Allegro vivace 5.54

Märchenbilder Op.3 (1910) 24.05
Seven fairy tale pictures for piano 
I      Die verzauberte Prinzessin The Enchanted Princess 3.12
II Die Prinzessin auf der Erbse The Princess on the Pea 2.56
III Rübezahl  The Ruler of the Spirits 2.52
IV Wichtelmännchen  The Goblins 2.21
V Ball beim Märchenkönig The fairy King’s ball 3.19
VI Das tapfere Schneiderlein  The brave little tailor 4.38
VII Das Märchen spricht den Epilog  The fairy tale’s epilogue 4.47

Vier kleine fröhliche Waltzer  (1911) 12.10
Four Waltzes for piano
I   Gretl: Grazioso 3.05
II  Margit: Espressivo 3.30
III Gisi 2.52
IV Mitzi 2.43
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critic and writer who later wrote the libretto of Korngold’s fifth opera Die
Kathrin; Margit was the daughter of Dr Hugo Ganz, a noted journalist (she was
supposedly young Erich’s very first ‘crush’); lastly, Mitzi was the sister of the
famous violinist Rudolf Kolisch.  Mitzi’s sister Trudi later married Arnold
Schoenberg. Such was the richness of Korngold’s social circle.

At 14, Korngold composed the Schauspiel Overture Opus 4, published as his first
orchestral composition. The composer and teacher Ferdinand Rebay (1880-
1953) - a friend of Korngold’s - prepared a four-hand version. Written for the
most part in the brilliant key of B major, its mysterious opening (in the tonic
minor) grips the attention, as the principal melody emerges from an augmented
triad.  The musical structure builds effortlessly with sweeping glissandi, heroic
chordal writing and hauntingly expressive modulations sustaining the tense
mood. A dramatic central episode with its plaintive melody (originally for
clarinet), later returns for the impressive coda, before the thunderous final
chords. First performed in Leipzig by the Gewandhaus Orchestra under Arthur
Nikisch on 14 December 1911, it was later in the repertoire of nearly every great
conductor of that era.

In 1918 Korngold received a commission to write an incidental score for a
production of Shakespeare’s play Much Ado About Nothing and the result (for
chamber orchestra) was to become one of his most popular works. A short
effective suite for solo piano followed.

Mädchen im Brautgemach (Girl in the Bridal Chamber) depicts Hero as she
prepares for her wedding day. Holzapfel und Schlehwein is a grotesque march to
accompany the two drunken night watchmen replete with Mahlerian
flourishes. Finally, the merry Mummenschanz (Hornpipe originally for virtuoso
horn) leads all the characters to the final curtain. 
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Vier kleine Karikaturen für Kinder  Op.19 (1926) 2.43
Four little caricatures for children
I   Kuckuck!  Cuckoo! (Schönberg) 0.29
II  Zum Einschlummern  Going to sleep (Stravinsky) 0.50
III Frisch gewagt ist halb gewonnen 0.20

Nothing Ventured - nothing gained (Bartók) 
IV Ernste Zeiten  Serious Times (Hindemith) 1.04

Was der Wald erzählt (1909) 6.19
What the woods tell me  
I   Erwachen der Vögel am Morgen 2.34

The awakening of the birds in the morning
II  Der verliebte Jägerbursch  The love sick hunting boy 2.10
III Heinzelmännchen  The Imps 1.35

Total Playing Time 75.24

Recorded at Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, UK.
Tracks 5-15 and 20-22 on 28

th
& 29

th
November 2000. Tracks 1-4 and 16-19 on 26

th
May 2001
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the perfect impetus to the swaggering pomposity of a fairy ball scene in three-
quarter time. 

Wichtelmännchen (The Goblins - which is interesting to compare with the
Heinzelmännchen of 1909) became a famous solo in its own right, and was the
first piece by Korngold to be recorded (by Alfred Grünfeld in 1914). The 13 year
old Korngold’s Märchenbilder offer a twentieth century response to
Schumann’s Kinderscenen.

Korngold’s domineering father also vetoed the publication of the delightful
Vier kleine fröhliche Walzer (Four little happy waltzes) for piano, which did not
appear in print until Korngold’s centenary year in 1997. Each was named after
a different girlfriend - and Korngold Snr did not approve of his son’s innocent
friendships with members of the opposite sex, feeling they were an
unnecessary distraction. 

The exact date of composition is not 1914, as erroneously noted on the
published score, but 1911, and it seems inconceivable that they lay forgotten for
eighty years. The form of each is roughly based on a ternary structure - an
opening idea, a contrasting central section before returning to the opening
theme once again. In the first, a thoughtful coda is added. In the second, the
recapitulation is embroidered with hauntingly expressive trills. The third has
two contrasting, languid themes presented as the first section. The last waltz
has three ideas, the latter coloured by glittering runs, then a thoughtful
conclusion and a surprising, emphatic final chord.

The subjects of these little waltzes are as follows: Gretl was the daughter of the
great Wagnerian tenor Leo Slezak; Gisi was daughter of Ernst Decsey, a music
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DISC THREE

Zwischenspiel  Intermezzo (Akt III) 8.03
aus der Oper „Das Wunder der Heliane”  (1927)

Piano Trio in D major Op.1 (1910) 30.16
(Piano Four Hands With Richard McMahon)
I   Allegro non troppo, con espressione 10.41
II  Scherzo: Allegro – Trio: Viel langsammer, innig 6.36
III Larghetto 5.32
IV Finale: Allegro molto ed energico 7.27

Potpourri aus der Oper „Der Ring des Polykrates” (1913) 9.42
(arr. L. Ruffin)

Aus der Musik zu „Viel Lärmen un Nichts”  Op.11 (1918) 8.36
‘Much Ado About Nothing’
I   Mädchen im Brautgemach  Girl in the bridal chamber 3.34
II  Holzapfel und Schlehwein  Crabapple and Sloewine - 2.57

Watchmans March 
III Mummenschanz  Masquerade - Hornpipe  2.05

„Schach Brugge!” Burleske Nachtszene am Minnewasser 9.37
aus der Oper „Die Tote Stadt”  Op.12  (1920)

Geshichten von Strauss Op.21 (1927) 10.18

Total Playing Time  76.33

Recorded at Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, UK.
Tracks 1 and 6-11 on 29th & 30th November 2000. Tracks 2-5 on 27th May 2001
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The Scherzo opens with another impetuous theme dominated by an augmented
fourth. The material is carried by powerful octaves which leap all over the place
embellished with chordal percussive effects. Everything is propelled along at a
hectic pace, until interrupted by the dreamy Trio (another waltz). After the
recapitulation, Korngold brings this Trio back, suggesting a full reprise - but it
is immediately dismissed and the opening measures of the Scherzo bring things
to an emphatic close.

The slow movement - marked Largo, con dolore - is nominally in C minor,
although its tonality is almost continually obfuscated. A subtle harmonic
structure that flirts with bi-tonality creates considerable tension not relieved
until the climax in a resolute C major. 

The Finale is an amiable Rondo which although beginning in the tonic E major,
travels through a bewildering number of keys and uses all kinds of harmonic
devices to keep one guessing until the opening theme of the first movement
returns, to bring this ambitious work to a triumphant conclusion.

The Sieben Märchenbilder (Seven Fairy-Tale Pictures) Opus 3 were also
composed in the summer of 1910 and contain some of Korngold’s most
delightful melodies; in particular, The Brave Little Tailor and the final piece, The
Fairy Tale’s Epilogue sound as if they have been around forever and cry out for
lyrics.

The Fairy King’s Ball uses a series of rising perfect fourths that Korngold called
the ‘Motif of the Cheerful Heart’. This theme occurs in his earliest sketches and
crops up in almost all of his major works, even the film scores. Here, it provides
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DISC FOUR

Sonata no.3 in C major Op.25 (1931) 26.54
I   Allegro molto e deciso 8.27
II  Andante religioso 6.44
III Tempo di Menuetto molto comodo – Trio: Fließender 6.18
IV Rondo: Allegro giocoso 5.25

Der Schneemann 14.59
The Snowman – Four easy pieces
I   Walzer 3.48
II  Entr’acte 2.26
III Serenade 3.41
IV Pierrot und Colombine: Valse lente 5.04

Schauspiel – Overture Op.4 (1911) (arr. F.Rebay) 13.15
(Piano Four Hands With Richard McMahon)

Große Fantasie aus der Oper „Die Tote Stadt” Op.12 (1920) 18.31
(arr. F.Rebay)

Total Playing Time           73.39

Recorded at Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, UK.
Tracks 1-8 and 10 on 28th & 30th November 2000. Track 9 on 31st August 2001.
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THE PIANO MUSIC OF ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD 

The Austrian composer Erich Wolfgang Korngold (1897-1957) was one of the
greatest composing child prodigies in history. His keyboard style was highly
personal and fully formed from the start, yet he seems to have had hardly any
instruction on the instrument. Apart from a few lessons when he was five years
old (not from an eminent teacher, but a needy relative), he seems to be have
been entirely self-taught.  

From its opening bars, the Piano Sonata No. 1 in D Minor (composed 1908/9)
is indelibly stamped with Korngold’s voice. Its tortuous, highly chromatic
phrases, with persistent sevenths colouring the dissonant cluster-chords of his
typically piquant harmony, already look ahead to the sound world of his operas
and especially, his extraordinary Piano Concerto for Left Hand composed in
1923.

A strident chordal theme opens the first movement followed by a softer, more
lyrical idea, before the vigorous development. The wayward Scherzo is more
pianistic. It is dominated by a series of fourths (a most important interval for
Korngold) and much use of the tritone. In contrast, a languid Trio makes use of
a simple waltz idea, before the meandering Scherzo returns.

The final movement is the most remarkable, a Passacaglia on a theme by his
composition teacher, Alexander Zemlinsky (originally a homework exercise),
which is, in terms of musical form, astonishingly masterful for one so young.
Korngold played it for Mahler in 1909 and the great composer immediately
suggested to the prodigy, that he add it to the first two movements of the
sonata. 

Thematic unity continues in the lively Scherzo with an opening link passage
taking us from D to E major. Its main idea is almost improvisatory. The
beguiling Trio in F major, is based on a beautiful phrase later used in Korngold’s
first opera Der Ring des Polykrates characterised by rising and falling sevenths;
the Scherzo is then reprised in full.

The Larghetto is a profound meditation (in G) originally introduced by the cello
alone. Harmonically adventurous, its relatively simple structure allows
Korngold to create some beautiful sound pictures. The final bars, coloured with
dissonant sevenths, lead us back to G major.

Another link passage introduces the Finale - this time the main theme of the
Larghetto is transformed into rapid quavers. A rondo of two themes follows,
again linked with the opening theme of the work. After much working out,
Korngold ingeniously conceals the principal themes of the preceding
movements in the appoggiatura of the final chords.  The Trio was first
performed in Munich on November 4th 1910 (by the Schwarz Trio) before the
definitive performance at a gala concert in Vienna on December 11, by Bruno
Walter, Friedrich Buxbaum and Arnold Rose.   

Korngold swiftly followed the Trio with the Piano Sonata No. 2 in E major
Opus 2 (1910) introduced by Artur Schnabel in Berlin on October 11th 1911. 

The opening heroic octave theme is at the heart of the whole movement. Within
a few bars, Korngold transforms it into a lilting, nostalgic ländler before
plunging forward into a fully worked out exposition. In the development we
leave the tonic key far behind. A strident declamation in the whole tone scale
leads us into strange territory before the recapitulation and thoughtful coda. 
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Quixote’s theme by adding a rogue Eb at the beginning (the opening phrases
are in A minor). It gives way to a relentless march building to an impressive
climax.  Don Quixote’s Conversion and Death - continues the strident mood. The
ever-present three-chord motif is accompanied by a death march, as the hero
stumbles towards his last breath. Even the last contortion of his body is heard
with the exposed, final, bleak A minor chord, heard only in the treble. Korngold
responds to this story with the musical imagination of an adult, not a child.
Strangely, the music does not appear to have been published during Korngold’s
lifetime and was only issued in 1996.

Korngold composed a number of other works at this time, but his father, the
formidable critic Dr Julius Korngold, did not consider them worthy of
publication. Among these, the suite of little pieces entitled Was der Wald erzählt
(What the woods tell me) dates from 1909, clearly inspired by Mahler. Erwachen
der Vögel am Morgen (The Awakening of the Birds in the Morning) and Der
verliebte Jägerbursch (The Lovesick Hunting Boy) are, in their melodic sweetness,
contrasted with the amusing Heinzelmännchen (The Imps).

The Piano Trio in D major Opus 1 was completed just before Korngold’s
thirteenth birthday in May 1910.The version for four hands has not been
previously recorded. The first movement, an expansive sonata structure, is
entirely governed by the strong, assertive opening phrase. The central
development comprises two lyrical themes, one in the dominant of A major, the
other in Bb major, which by its duple rhythms strangely displaces the 3/4 time
of the movement and is repeated and intensified. A tremendous climax is
reached, leading to the recapitulation surprisingly in Db major, before
returning to the tonic. 

The ballet-pantomime Der Schneemann (The Snowman) was Korngold’s first
work for the stage. Begun at Christmas 1908 and completed by Easter the
following year, it is full of the most delightful melody. Der Schneemann was first
staged at the Vienna Opera on October 4th 1910 by Imperial Command of the
Emperor Franz Josef, and was an immediate success.  

The contemporaneous Six Character Pieces on the story of Don Quixote (after
Cervantes) could not provide a greater contrast. This is perhaps the most
sophisticated music ever written by a child. 

The opening movement - Don Quixote’s Dreams of Heroic Deeds - was actually
written earlier than the rest, in June 1907, and was originally intended to be a
short cantata entitled Der Tod (Death) - hardly a typical subject for a ten year
old boy. 

The opening is stark and declamatory, and this practise of an impetuous,
arresting gesture in the first bars, was to become a Korngold trait. Here, it
provides a unifying leitmotif for Don Quixote’s character. The music displays an
innate grasp of character delineation - appropriate for a nascent opera
composer. This is particularly true of Santo Panza where even the braying of the
donkey can be heard in the music. 

The hectic Don Quixote Goes Forth with its brilliant ornamentation is typical.
Korngold’s rhythmic freedom was characteristic of his piano playing. Dulcinea
von Toboso provides a flowing Schumannesque cantabile, effortlessly painting a
portrait of the lovely girl who is the object of Don Quixote’s affections.

Adventure is a dramatic episode. An unsettling mood is created, by altering Don
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Disc One 74.58
Sonata no.1 in D minor (1908/9) 18.37
Don Quixote - six character pieces after Cervantes (1909) 13.49
Der Schneemann The Snowman - Pantomime in two scenes (1909) 42.31

Disc Two 75.24
Sonata no.2 Op.2 (1910) 30.07
Märchenbilder Op.3 Seven fairy tale pictures (1910) 24.05
Vier kleine fröhliche Waltzer Four Waltzes (1911) 12.10
Vier kleine Karikaturen für Kinder Op.19 Four little caricatures for children (1926) 2.43
†Was der Wald erzählt What the woods tell me (1909) 6.19

Disc Three 76.33
†Zwischenspiel  Intermezzo (Akt III) aus der Oper „Das Wunder der Heliane” (1927) 8.03
*†Piano Trio in D major Op.1 (Piano Four Hands) (1910) 30.16
Potpourri aus der Oper „Der Ring des Polykrates” (arr. L. Ruffin) (1913) 9.42
Aus der Musik zu „Viel Lärmen un Nichts”  Op.11 ‘Much Ado About Nothing’ (1918) 8.36
†„Schach Brugge!” Burleske Nachtszene am Minnewasser aus der Oper 9.37
„Die Tote Stadt”  Op.12 (1920)
Geshichten von Strauss Op.21 (1927) 10.18

Disc Four 73.39
Sonata no.3 in C major Op.25 (1931) 26.54
Der Schneemann The Snowman – Four easy pieces 14.59
*†Schauspiel – Overture Op.4 (arr. F. Rebay) (Piano Four Hands) (1911) 13.15
†Große Fantasie aus der Oper „Die Tote Stadt” Op.12 (arr. F.Rebay) (1920) 18.31

Total playing time 5 hours

ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD (1897 - 1957)
THE PIANO MUSIC • MARTIN JONES

Made in the UK by Nimbus Records
2003 Wyastone Estate Limited

© 2003 Wyastone Estate Limited
http://www.wyastone.co.uk
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